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Abstrakt / Abstract
Tento dokument obsahuje přehled
základních sekvencí konečně-stavových
automatů. Sekvence jsou posloupnosti
vstupů či výstupů. Pomocí vstupních
sekvencí automat mění svůj stav a jako
reakci poskytuje výstupní sekvenci.
Vstupní sekvence se dají použít pro
klasifikaci stavů nebo dokonce pro charakterizování celého automatu. Mezi
základní sekvence patří sekvence rozlišující stav od všech ostatních, sekvence
potvrzující, že automat je v konkrétním
stavu a sekvence, které určí aktuální stav automatu po jejím použití.
Kromě definice a využití sekvence je
pro každou sekvenci popsán algoritmus
pro její nalezení i s odvozením časové
složitosti. Na závěr je pro některé algoritmy představeno zlepšení založené na
prohledávacím algoritmu A*.
Klíčová slova: Sekvence, konečněstavový automat, Přednastavená rozlišovací sekvence, Adaptivní rozlišovací
sekvence, Stav verifikující sekvence,
Stav charakterizující množina, Charakterizující množina, Naváděcí sekvence,
Synchronizační sekvence
Překlad titulu: Sekvence pro identifikaci stavu konečných automatů

This document is an overview of
basic sequences of finite-state machines.
A sequence is a sorted list of inputs
or outputs. An automaton changes
its current state according to an input
sequence and gives an output sequence
as a response. Input sequences are used
for state classification or even for machine characterization. Basic sequences
include a sequence that distinguishes
a state from the others, a sequence
verifying that machine is in a particular
state and a sequence that determines
the current state of machine after its
application. Besides a definition and an
usage of a sequence, a search algorithm
with derivation of its time complexity
is provided for each sequence. An improvement based on search algorithm
A* is introduced for some of algorithms.
Keywords: Sequences, Finite-state
machine, automaton, Preset distinguishing sequence, Adaptive distinguishing sequence, State verifying
sequence, State characterizing set,
Characterizing set, Homing sequence,
Synchronizing sequence
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Finite-state machines can model a wide variety of systems, communication protocols
or web applications for example. The correct function of such a system can be thus
controlled by a finite-state machine. In addition, such machines are used also for active
learning [1]. That is, a model of system is not known apriori so by applying inputs and
observing outputs one can try to deduce an inner representation of system. Our research
is focused on active learning.
A process of applying inputs to an unknown system, or simply an experiment [2],
can be split. Splitting is made according to the function of each part. We call these
parts as sequences. The function of a sequence is identification of an system state
or verification that system is in a particular state. We found out in the study of
active learning algorithms that we need to have a summary of the most commonly used
sequences. We call them basic sequences. This thesis provides exactly such an overview
of basic sequences in Chapter 3. In addition to defining individual sequences, we focus
also on relations of basic sequences in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 we introduce our
improvements of classical algorithms for finding basic sequences.
We implemented a library for handling FSM and for finding basic sequences. A structure of library is described in Chapter 6. The library enables us to make practical tests
of the algorithms. A comparison of the classical and the modified versions of algorithms
and a discussion of experiments can be found in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2 establishes terms used through the entire thesis. A necessary terminology
involves many fields of abstract mathematical domains. However, if you are familiar
with graph theory, including trees, and basics of automata theory, i.e. definitions of
Moore and Mealy machines, you can skip this chapter and go directly to the summary of
basic sequences. Then, if you are not sure of an exact term meaning, you find probably
its definition in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2
Definition
Automata theory is a well-known part of computer science. However, its terminology
is not unique, there are a lot of different definitions. So, at first, it is necessary to state
definitions that will be used through the text. We propose definitions that can be found
in almost all books dealing with this particular field. Note that some of definitions are
in a shortened version because a purpose of this thesis is not to provide deeply precise
definitions of all used terms.

2.1

Set theory

We assume that the reader is familiar with a set as a collection of elements. Particularly,
we will use two specific terms related to a finite set: cardinality and partition.
Definition 2.1. A cardinality of a set A is the number of elements of the set A. It is
denoted |A|.
Definition 2.2. A partition P of a set A is a set of nonempty subsets of A such that
every element a ∈ A is in exactly one of these subsets, i.e., A is a disjoint union of
subsets from P .
We call a subset of a partition also a group or a block.

2.2

Graph theory

A search state space is usually represented as a tree which is a special form of graph.
Definition 2.3. A directed graph G is a pair (V, E) where V is a set of nodes and E is
a set of directed edges, i.e. a set of ordered pair of nodes.
For notation, let (u, v) ∈ E be an edge of a directed graph G = (V, E), then u ∈ V
is said to be a predecessor of v and v ∈ V is said to be a successor of u.
Definition 2.4. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph. A node v ∈ V is reachable from a
node u ∈ V if and only if u = v or there exists a node w ∈ V so that there is an edge
from u to w, i.e. (u, w) ∈ E, and v is reachable from w.
Definition 2.5. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph. A path is a sequence of nodes so
that each two successive nodes are connected by an edge e ∈ E and all nodes in the
path are distinct from one another.
Definition 2.6. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph. G is strongly connected if and only
if each node v ∈ V is reachable from any node u ∈ V .
2
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2.2.1

2.3 Finite-state machine

Trees

There are many different types of trees but we need only to define a successor tree.
Definition 2.7. A rooted directed tree, or a successor tree, is a directed graph G = (V, E)
with a special node r ∈ V , called root, with the following properties:
1) every node u ∈ V is reachable from r,
2) the tree has exactly n − 1 edges, where n is number of nodes, i.e. n = |V |.
Nodes in a tree have a special notation. If (u, v) is an edge then u is said to be a
parent of v and v is a child, or a successor, of u. If node u has no successor then u is
said to be a leaf. Otherwise, u is said to be an internal node, i.e. ∃v ∈ V : (u, v) ∈ E.
Note that we assume only directed trees so that if we talk about a rooted tree it is
meant a rooted directed tree. Also note that a decision tree is a special case of successor
tree.

2.3

Finite-state machine

An automaton with a finite number of states, or a finite-state machine (FSM), is a
specific mathematical model of computation. Then behavior of a system can be modeled
as transitions between states. It is conceived as an abstract machine that can be in one
of a finite number of states. It has many slightly different variants [3] but most of them
could be generalized to the following form. We will focus on deterministic FSM.
Definition 2.8. A finite-state machine is a sextuple (S, Σ, Γ, s0 , δ, ω), where
S is a finite nonempty set of states,
Σ is an input alphabet (a finite nonempty set of symbols),
Γ is an output alphabet (a finite nonempty set of symbols),
s0 is an initial state, s0 ∈ S,
δ is a state-transition function: δ : S × Σ → S,
ω is an output function: ω : S × Σε → Γε .
Some
ε
Xε
Σ∗
Γ∗
x·y
|x|

additional designations are needed:
is the empty string (word)
is the alphabet X extended with ε, i.e. Xε = X ∪ {ε},
is the set of all strings (words) over the input alphabet,
is the set of all strings (words) over the output alphabet,
means concatenation of strings (words) x and y. It can be also written as xy,
means the length of string (word) x, i.e. |ε| = 0.

Note that set of all strings X ∗ always contains ε and ∀x ∈ X ∗ : ε · x = x = x · ε.
Thus X ∗ is always nonempty and it is also countable because X is countable.
Every FSM can be represented as a directed graph or two tables. The graph form is
called a state diagram. Nodes of the graph are states and edges represent the transition
function. So the edge is labeled with the input symbol, which causes a transition
between two states connected by the edge. The output symbol is attributed to the state
and the edge according to the output function. The second form lists the transition
and output functions in a state transition table and an output table. A row corresponds
to one state and both tables have as many rows as machine has states. On the other
hand, each column is linked to one input symbol. Cells of the tables contain states in
the transition table and output symbols in the output table.
3
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In a consequence of definition 2.8 of FSM all the machines used in thesis are deterministic and completely specified. A deterministic FSM means that the transition from
a state under some input symbol goes to at most one state. In a completely specified
FSM, every state has exactly one transition for each possible input. It seems to be a
huge limitation, but also some special nondeterministic cases can be analyzed using this
model. For example nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) [3] can be translated to
an equivalent deterministic finite automaton (DFA) using the subset construction algorithm [3]. DFA then can be described in the above model defined using binary markup
output function for the decision of accepting (or final) states. That is, if a state s is
accepting then the output of s is 1, i.e. ω(s, ε) = 1. All other outputs are 0.
An agreement about special word meaning is needed before detailed terms of automata theory are proposed.

. An input symbol a ∈ Σ is applied

in state s ∈ S means that the FSM changes its
current state from s to a state δ(s, a) and gives ω(s, a) as a response.

. A machine goes from the current state s to a state sf with output d ∈ Γ under input
a ∈ Σ means that a transition δ(s, a) = sf is used and ω(s, a) = d is obtained.

. A state s produces an output d on input a means that the input a is applied and the
output d = ω(s, a) is obtained.

. A state s is mapped to a state sf

on input a means that the input a is applied, i.e.

sf = δ(s, a).

2.4

Mealy and Moore model

Two types of FSM are distinguished in automata theory: Mealy and Moore machines.
A Mealy model can represent more complex systems than a Moore model with the
same number of states. On the contrary, a representation of the Moore model needs
less computer space. The Mealy model is used more in practice due to its generality.
A mixed model using a combination of Mealy and Moore output function also exists.
However, this text is focused only on pure Mealy and Moore models although we use
the more general representation.
Definition 2.9. A Mealy machine is a FSM with a specified output function ω:
ω(s, ε) = ε ∀s ∈ S
ω(s, a) 6= ε ∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ Σ
The empty string is output for all states under the empty string, thus the appropriate
column in the output table is not shown although it is specified. Also an output symbol,
i.e. ε, is not shown by states in the state diagram. So the output function can be
redefined as ω : S × Σ → Γ.
We join transition and output tables into one table in examples. Therefore, each
inner cell is filled with a pair a next state and an output symbol like in Figure 2.1.
S = {X, Y, Z}, Σ = {a, b}, Γ = {1, 2, 3}, s0 = X
X
Y
Z

a

b

Y/1
X/1
Y/3

Y/2
Z/3
Z/1

Figure 2.1. Example of the same Mealy machine in two representations
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2.5 Input validity

Definition 2.10. A Moore machine is a FSM with a specified output function ω:
ω(s, ε) 6= ε ∀s ∈ S
ω(s, a) = ε ∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ Σ
As output is the empty string for all transitions, edges of state diagram are labeled
only with an input symbol. The output table contains only one column which is related
to the empty string ε. So the output function can be redefined as ω : S → Γ. Then,
it is also known as a labeling function. If the first output symbol of a Moore machine,
ω(s0 ), is disregarded then it can be readily converted to an output-equivalent Mealy
machine by setting the output function of every Mealy transition (i.e. labeling every
edge) with the output symbol related to the destination Moore state. Algorithms in
this text are customized for the Mealy model so the above transformation and some
preliminary settings are needed.
In examples of Moore machines we will use also condensed table instead of separate
transition and output tables. Such a table looks like a transition table but it is extended
by one column which contains outputs of states. An example of condensed table and
also a state diagram of some Moore machine is shown in Figure 2.2.
S = {X, Y, Z}, Σ = {a, b}, Γ = {1, 2, 3}, s0 = X
X
Y
Z

a

b

ε

Y
X
Y

Y
Z
Z

1
3
2

Figure 2.2. Example of the same Moore machine in two representations

2.5

Input validity

Two states that should be distinguished need to have a valid input. Because a valid
input has more forms as can be seen later, it is appropriate to define an invalid input
at first.
Definition 2.11. An input a ∈ Σ is invalid for distinguishing a set of states B ⊆ S if
and only if two or more states of B go to the same state with equal output under the
input a, i.e. ∃si 6= sj ∈ B : δ(si , a) = δ(sj , a) ∧ ω(si , a) = ω(sj , a), otherwise a is called
valid.
In other words, an input a is valid whenever two states either produce different
outputs or go to two different states under the input a.
Definition 2.12. Valid inputs can be divided according to their distinguishing ability [4].
Let P be a partition of states, and let B be a block of P . There are three types of valid
inputs a with respect to the partition P :
type a Two or more states of B produce different outputs on input a.
type b All states of B produce the same output, but they are mapped to more than
one block of P .
type c Neither of the above, i.e. all states produce the same output and are mapped
into the same block of P .
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Definition 2.13. Extended transition function δ ∗ : S × Σ∗ → S is defined inductively
by
(0) δ ∗ (s, ε) = s ∀s ∈ S
(1) δ ∗ (s, aw) = δ ∗ (δ(s, a), w) ∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ Σ, ∀w ∈ Σ∗
The last state after processing of an entire input string can be easily described using
the extended transition function. On the other hand, extended output function is used
for obtaining an output string.
Definition 2.14. Extended output function ω ∗ : S × Σ∗ → Γ∗ is defined inductively by
(0) ω ∗ (s, ε) = ε ∀s ∈ S
(1) ω ∗ (s, aw) = ω(s, a) · ω ∗ (δ(s, a), w) ∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ Σ, ∀w ∈ Σ∗
Transition function and its extended version will be used also on a set of states.
Result is thus a set of states.
δ(B, a) = {δ(s, a) | s ∈ B} B ⊆ S, a ∈ Σ

2.6.1

Forms of FSM

Last simplification and restriction of FSMs, which is considered in this thesis, is that
all the machines are in minimal form and are strongly connected.
Definition 2.15. FSM is in a reduced or a minimal form if and only if it has not
unreachable states and no two states are equivalent which means:
∀si 6= sj ∈ S ∃w ∈ Σ∗ : ω ∗ (si , w) 6= ω ∗ (sj , w)
Thus, a reduced FSM is a machine with least number of states in a group of equivalent
machines. Machines are equivalent if they produce equal output on the same input and
initial states of machines are equivalent. Minimization algorithms [3] solve how to
convert a FSM into its minimal form.
Definition 2.16. FSM is strongly connected if and only if its state diagram is strongly
connected.
This means that every state is reachable from any state under an input string.
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Chapter 3
Sequences
An input sequence, or simply a sequence, is a string of input symbols. A sequence can
be applied to the FSM. Application of a sequence means that the automaton gradually
changes its current state according to input symbols of the sequence. In addition, the
output of the machine is recorded. Extended output function (Def. 2.14) does exactly
this process. A string of symbols obtained from FSM as the response is called the
output sequence.
A special sequence is usually used to one be able to claim something about a given
initial or a final state. This is the main purpose of using such sequences and the decision
is mostly based on the received output.
Generally an experiment, i.e. applying sequence, can be represented as a preset or
adaptive sequence. The preset form of sequence is one input sequence. Its all symbols
are applied and a output is obtained. Based on the entire output sequence a decision
is made. The adaptive form of sequence is represented as a decision tree, where each
internal node is an input symbol and edges to children are labeled by possible output
symbols. The next input symbol depends on the observed previous output symbol.
Therefore decision-making is performed gradually. A FSM having a sequence in a
preset form has always also an adaptive form of this sequence. This is due to the preset
sequence can be imagined as decision tree having nodes with up to one child. However,
a FSM having an adaptive sequence doesn’t have to have a preset form of this sequence
type. So the adaptive form is more powerful, which is a significant advantage over the
preset form. Another advantage of adaptive sequence is an use of less input symbols to
accomplish a successful decision. On the other hand, due to its greater generality, the
adaptive form is more complex and although it is sometimes computationally unfeasible.
Sequences can be also divided into two groups: state identification and state verification [4]. A state identification sequence determines the initial state from which this
sequence was applied if a representation of FSM is known. It also finds out the final
state. Identification is usually based on a response of the machine but some sequences
are able to determine the final state regardless of the output. A state verification
sequence verifies that the FSM was in a particular initial state which was not known
before the experiment is performed. This can be achieved only by observing output and
a representation of FSM must be known. Note that these two groups are not disjoint
and some machines don’t have one or both of these sequences.
Some basic sequences will now be presented in this thesis. Each sequence is introduced with a formal definition and its usage. An algorithm for sequence retrieval based
on knowledge of machine’s representation, derivation of the algorithm time complexity
and an example are also provided. First, a distinguishing sequence, the most powerful
sequence, is dealt with. It is a representative of state identification sequences and also
state verification sequences. The second sequence introduced is not as powerful as the
distinguishing sequence but it is sufficient for state verification. Therefore it is called a
state verifying sequence. Another sequence presented is in fact a set of sequences. It
is called a state characterizing set and in this summary it cannot be missing because
7
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Figure 3.1. The use of basic sequences

all machines have it. Homing and Synchronizing sequences are used for determining
the final state and are introduced after the state characterizing set of sequences. All
sequences mentioned are categorized in Figure 3.1 by their main usage. Note that Figure 3.1 represents only a very basic decision tree with the root in the node FSM. There
are other aspects, as a length of experiments, a possibility of the final state identification if the current state is recognized, using which the decision tree can be extended.
Decision what sequence should be used is depicted as a rectangle leaf. Finally, a brief
mention about a checking sequence is included. It is not a basic sequence so that only
its definition is given.

3.1

Distinguishing sequence

A distinguishing sequence (DS) is the most powerful of all basic sequences therefore both
preset and adaptive forms are analyzed in detail. For both forms, however, a common
definition may be introduced and a discussion about the use is provided.

3.1.1

DS definition

A distinguishing sequence is an input sequence which distinguishes any two states according to the observed output.
Consequently, application of a DS in each state provides no two identical output
sequences. In addition, a final state is known after applying the DS. For this reason,
a distinguishing sequence is one of state identification sequences and also one of state
verification sequences. This implies its usage. If DS is applied in an unknown state,
this state and also a final state is easily identified by the output. On the other hand,
if the FSM is assumed to be in a certain state, the response after applying DS verifies
whether the assumption was correct.

3.2
3.2.1

Preset distinguishing sequence
PDS definition

A preset distinguishing sequence (PDS) for a machine is an input sequence x such that
the output sequence produced by the machine in response to x is different for each initial
state, i.e., ω ∗ (si , x) 6= ω ∗ (sj , x) for every pair of states si , sj , i 6= j.
(Def. 2.1 in [4])
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PDS algorithm

The distinguishing sequences can be determined from a distinguishing tree. The entire
algorithm, including a distinguishing tree, is described in [5]. A distinguishing tree is a
successor tree from which all minimal length distinguishing sequences can be derived.
The following steps are followed for deriving the sequences:
1. The distinguishing tree has an root node labeled with the set Q of all states of the
machine. For Moore machines the set Q is partitioned according to output on ε.
2. For each input a ∈ Σ, construct a branch from Q to a successor node which represents
the set of all next states if the present state is in Q and the input a is applied. Group
these states according to the outputs d ∈ Γ associated with the transition to the
states. Each such group corresponds to the possible next states caused by transitions
from Q with input a and output d.
3. Determine terminal nodes of the tree according to the following rules:
a) A node in which a state appears more than once in a group is a terminal node.
b) A node which is identical to a node at an earlier level is a terminal node. Note
that only groups that are formed by more than a single state should be compared.
c) A node in which each group consists of a just single state is a terminal node.
4. If one or more nodes are terminal nodes defined by rule c) of step 3, the sequence
of inputs corresponding to a path from the root node to such a terminal node is a
distinguishing sequence for the machine. If all nodes terminate by rule a) or rule
b), then the machine has no distinguishing sequence. If there are some nonterminal
nodes in the tree, go to step 5.
5. For each nonterminal node Qi and each input a ∈ Σ, construct a branch from Qi to
a successor node representing the next states of Qi for input a. Group these states
according to outputs, as in step 2, but do not group together any states generated
by different subgroups of Qi . Go to step 3.

3.2.3

Time complexity

Time complexity of the algorithm is unfortunately exponential. This is due to the
fact that there is an automaton that has PDS w of exponential length. Upper bound
|w| ≤ (n − 1)nn , where n = |S|, is proved in [6]. In combination with the fact that
one node can have p = |Σ| children and O(np) is needed for process one node (steps 2
P n+1
n+1
and/or 5), the entire algorithm runs in O(np ni=0 pi ) = O(npn +2 ). Nevertheless,
the most of distinguishing sequences are relatively short, say of the order of n or n2 , as
is said in [7] and we obtained equal results in experiments, see Chapter 7. Therefore, if
the length of PDS is of the order of n then the algorithm runs in O(npn+2 ).

3.2.4

PDS example

For clarification of the described algorithm, we present two examples. The first one
finds a PDS of Mealy machine defined in Fig. 3.2.
According to the algorithm we construct a distinguishing tree, showed in Fig. 3.3.
The root node with label of all states has both inputs valid. Hence, we construct two
successor nodes. The left child’s label contains two groups of states because states A, B
have a different output on input a than states C, D. A label of node is always formed
from the next states of parent’s states. So the root’s left child has {A, C}{C, D} as the
label because states A, B go into C, A and C, D into D, C. In this way we construct
other nodes unless a terminal condition is met. All branches of our example terminate
9
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A
B
C
D

a
C/
A/
D/
C/

1
1
2
2

b
D/
C/
B/
A/

1
1
1
2

Figure 3.2. Example of Mealy machine with a preset distinguishing sequence

at the third level of the distinguishing tree. Three of nodes terminate by rule b) which
means that its label has appeared at an earlier level. The remaining five terminal nodes
determine all PDS of the sample machine. These nodes were terminated by rule c), so
that their labels consist only of singletons. Note that terminating by rule a) implies
node’s label has count of states less than number of machine states. This is due to two
or more states of the same group collapse into one state which appears in the new set
of label only once.

Figure 3.3. The distinguishing tree of the Mealy machine

All possible preset distinguishing sequences are described by the paths from the root
of the distinguishing tree to the terminal nodes having only singletons in their labels.
Our example have five PDS: aab, aba, abb, bab and bba. For sure, we make a check that
all responses to each PDS are different so that each sequence really distinguishes any
pair of states. The obtained outputs are recorded in Table 3.1.

A
B
C
D

aab

aba

abb

bab

bba

122
111
221
222

111
112
221
211

111
112
221
211

121
122
111
211

121
111
112
212

Table 3.1. The responses on found PDS of the sample Mealy machine

The second example is a Moore machine, very similar to Mealy machine from the
first example. However, Moore machine has output on states instead of on edges, so
the empty string ε can be used. This leads to reduction of a distinguishing tree —
at least by one level. The sample Moore machine is specified in Fig. 3.4, again by a
transition/output table and by its equivalent state diagram.
All nodes terminate at the second level of the distinguishing tree (Fig. 3.5). The
machine has three PDS: εaa, εab and εba. These sequences are determined by paths
from the root to the first three terminal nodes of the distinguishing tree.
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B
C
D

a
C
A
D
C

b
D
C
B
A

3.3 Adaptive distinguishing sequence

ε
1
1
1
2

Figure 3.4. Example of Moore machine with a preset distinguishing sequence

Figure 3.5. The distinguishing tree of the sample Moore machine

3.3
3.3.1

Adaptive distinguishing sequence
ADS definition

An adaptive distinguishing sequence (ADS) is a rooted tree T with exactly n leaves; the
internal nodes are labeled with input symbols, the edges are labeled with output symbols, and the leaves are labeled with states of the FSM such that: 1) edges emanating
from a given node have distinct output symbols, and 2) for every leaf of T , if x, y are
the input and output strings, respectively, formed by the node and edge labels on the
path from the root to the leaf, and if the leaf is labeled by state si of the FSM then
y = ω ∗ (si , x). The length of the sequence is the depth of the tree.
(Def. 3.1 in [4])

3.3.2

ADS algorithm

The presented algorithm is based on [4]. It is not always optimal which means the
shortest ADS doesn’t have to be found but polynomial time complexity is ensured.
Finding an ADS is divided into two phases. In the first phase a splitting tree is
derived. The second phase constructs ADS from the splitting tree.
The splitting tree (ST) is a rooted tree T . Every node of the tree is labeled by a
set of states; the root is labeled with the set of all states, and the label of an internal
(nonleaf) node is the union of its children’s labels. Thus, the leaves labels form a current
partition π(T ) of the set of machine states. Each node has also assigned the shortest
sequence that distinguishes the node’s label. Edges are labeled with an output symbol
obtained as response on last input of parent node’s sequence.
For the first phase, the splitting tree construction, let Rc be the set of blocks with
cardinality c in π(T ), let Rmax be the Rc with the largest cardinality and let PQ be the
priority queue on nodes of ST with the length of the sequence as a key.
1. The root of ST is the set of all states. It is also the current partition for Mealy
machines. For Moore machines construct a branch from the root node to successor
nodes labeled by a set of states having the same output. The root node has thus
the empty string ε as its distinguishing sequence and the labels of transitions to
successors are corresponding output symbols. The current partition for Moore type
is formed from all root’s successors.
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2. If Rmax is a set of singletons, i.e. Rmax = R1 , ADS was found and the algorithm
terminates with success.
3. If there exists valid input a of type a (Def. 2.12) for any block B ∈ Rmax , construct
a branch from the node of B to each successor node ua/d . The input a is set to be
the distinguishing sequence of B. The label of ua/d is a set of those states of B that
produce the output d on a. And the edge to ua/d has d as its label. Lastly, update the
partition π(T ) and sets Rc , i.e. replace B with its successors in π(T ) and according
to this change remove and add blocks in Rc sets. If B was the last block of Rmax
then update assignment of Rmax and go to step 2.
4. Otherwise, there is no valid input of type a, for each B ∈ Rmax and for each input
a ∈ Σ find the lowest node va of ST whose label contains the set δ(B, a). If va is an
internal node, i.e. a is the valid input of type b with respect to the partition π(T ),
and va has the shortest distinguishing sequence x over all inputs a then mark va as
the best node and a as the best input for the node of B. Note that only an internal
node has a distinguishing sequence so the best input for a node is always valid input
of type b. Lastly, push node of B to PQ with the length of x as a key.
5. While PQ is not empty, pop node u which has the shortest distinguishing sequence
from nodes in PQ. If u has already a distinguishing sequence, i.e. u is an internal
node, then start this step again. Otherwise, let v be the best node for u, let a be the
best input for u, let B be the label of u and let x be the distinguishing sequence of v.
a) Associate the string a · x with u. For each child of v whose label L intersects
δ(B, a), attach to u a leaf child with label {s | s ∈ B : δ(s, a) ∈ L}; the edge
incident to u is given the same label as the corresponding edge of v.
b) If there is an input b and a block C ∈ Rmax that δ(C, b) = B and either node of C
has not yet set the best node or its best node has longer distinguishing sequence
than u has, then mark u as the best node and b as the best input for node of C.
Subsequently, push the updated node of C to PQ with the length of x as key.
c) Update π(T ) and Rc sets as in step 2, that is, replace B with its children in the
current partition, remove B from Rmax and add successors of B to appropriate Rc .
Note that Rmax cannot become empty, unless PQ is nonempty.
6. If PQ is empty and a block B ∈ Rmax were not distinguished, i.e. Rmax is nonempty,
then FSM has no ADS. Otherwise, update assignment of Rmax and go to step 2.
The phase 2 is deriving an adaptive distinguishing sequence from the splitting tree.
From the definition of ADS, every node has one input symbol but now we consider for
simplification a shortened version of ADS. The shortened version consists of smaller
number of nodes and still has the distinguishing property as any normal ADS. The
internal nodes of the shortened ADS are labeled with a nonempty input sequence instead
of only an input symbol in ADS. This is the only difference of normal and shortened
version of ADS. The transformation from a normal ADS to a shortened one is done
in the following way. Every node tp which has only one successor ts is grouped with
its child ts and the sequence of tp is extended by the sequence of ts . The reverse
transformation makes from each node of shortened ADS with sequence longer than one
a chain of nodes with only one input symbol. Using shortened ADS reduces needed
memory of the program and helps in deriving ADS from ST which will be described
after necessary definitions.
Let I(t) be an initial set of states of ADS node t and C(t) be a current set of states
of ADS node t. The initial set I(t) is union of initial sets of successor nodes of t. On
the contrary, each state sc of the current set C(t) is related to a state si of I(t) and in
12
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fact sc = δ ∗ (si , x), where x is concatenation of sequences of nodes on the path from the
ADS root node to t excluding the sequence of t. The cardinalities of I and C are thus
equal.
1. The root node has the initial and the current set filled with all states of machine.
Mark the root node as unresolved.
2. If there is an unresolved node tp , expand ADS as follows
a) If tp has only one state, i.e. |I(tp )| = 1, then mark tp to be resolved, because it is
a terminal node.
b) For tp with more than one state find the lowest node v of ST containing all states
of C(tp ). Set the sequence of tp equal to the distinguishing sequence of v. Apply
the assigned sequence x to states in C(tp ). Obtained next states and I(tp ) are
divided into new successor nodes of tp according to observed output, i.e. ∀sj , sk ∈
C(tp ) : ω ∗ (sj , x) = ω ∗ (sk , x) ⇔ sj , sk ∈ C(ts ) and ∀si ∈ I(tp ), sc ∈ C(tp ), sc is
related to si : δ ∗ (sc , x) ∈ C(ts ) ⇒ si ∈ I(ts ), where ts is a successor of tp . Note
that state δ ∗ (sc , x) ∈ C(ts ) is related to si ∈ I(ts ) in the successor node ts . The
edges to children are labeled with the last output symbol which distinguishes the
states of C(tp ). This actions leads to resolving the node tp .

3.3.3

Time complexity

Time complexity of the algorithm is O(pn2 ) (Theorem. 3.2 in [4]), where p = |Σ| and
n = |S|. In short, we can find in the first phase a distinguishing input (step 2) or
prepare a special structure for step 4 in O(p · |B|), or simply O(pn). Finding the lowest
node in ST can be done in O(n), see implementation’s Tips & tricks 6.3.3, and it must
be computed at most n times, so required time is O(n2 ). Checking validity of input is
needed also less than n times. Therefore, the first phase can run in O(pn2 ). The second
phase has time complexity a slightly smaller, O(n2 ). The lowest node in ST can be
found again in O(n) and ADS has less than n internal nodes, so that the procedure of
finding is called only n times. That is, construction of ADS from ST runs in O(n2 ). Note
that polynomial time is due to suboptimal solution caused by finding a distinguishing
sequence for a current set of states in ST which does not have to contain the shortest
DS for such set.

3.3.4

ADS example

Consider a Mealy machine in Figure 3.6. The process of the presented algorithm will
be described on this small example. The first phase outputs a splitting tree, that is
shown in Figure 3.8.

a
A
B
C
D

B
C
D
A

/
/
/
/

b
1
2
1
2

A
A
D
A

/
/
/
/

1
1
1
1

Figure 3.6. Example of Mealy machine with an adaptive distinguishing sequence

Each node of ST has a set of states as its label and internal nodes additionally contain
the shortest distinguishing sequence. The root node, or the set of all states, has only
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one valid input, namely a. The input b merges three states so it cannot be used. Pairs
of states A, C and B, D have different output on a therefore these pairs are labels of
root’s successors. After expansion of the root, blocks in the set Rmax , or R2 , refer
to the nodes u with label {A, C} and v with {B, D}, see Figure 3.7. Both nodes are
still without distinguishing sequences and neither u nor v has a distinguishing input
(step 3). We arbitrary choose one node. Consider v is selected for step 4. Its states
B and D have only a as valid input. But applying a transfer the set of v to the set
of u. This means that states B, D are distinguishable only if A, C are. The second
node u related to block in Rmax has both inputs valid, so we find the lowest nodes va
containing δ({A, C}, a) = {B, D} and vb containing δ({A, C}, b) = {A, D}. The node
va is actually node v and vb is the root node which is, for now, an internal node and
has distinguishing sequence unlike node v. Therefore, we mark b as the best input for
u and root node as the best node (successor) for u. Subsequently, we push the node u
to PQ.

Figure 3.7. Construction of the splitting tree of the sample Mealy machine

We went through all blocks in Rmax so we go to step 5. In the PQ there is only one
node, previously discussed node u. According to the algorithm we assign the sequence
ba to u and construct branches to successors. That is, terminal node with label {A}
is connected by the edge of output 1 because applying the sequence ba to A produces
1 as the last output symbol. On the branch 2 there hangs second terminal node with
label {C}. Now is time for the node v. It has not yet set a distinguishing sequence and
we know that there is an input which translates its label to the set of u. We can thus
push the node v to PQ with the length of sequence of u as key. In the next iteration
of step 5, v is popped and after assignment of labels (step 5a) and construction of new
nodes (step 5b) the algorithm terminates with success because all unexpanded nodes,
i.e. nodes in the partition π(T ), have only one state in their label, see Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8. The splitting tree of the sample Mealy machine

The second phase of algorithm suggests how to produce a shortened ADS in Figure 3.9
from the splitting tree in Figure 3.8. Note that ADS is shown in its shortened version
and each terminal node t has its label in format I(t) => C(t). Firstly, we assign the
14
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input a to root’s label (step 2b) because only ST’s root r contains all states and a is
sequence of r. Then construct two branches with output 1 and 2. The edge under
the output 1 goes to a child t1 which has the initial set I(t1 ) equal to {A, C} and
the current set C(t1 ) = {B, D}. In ST, there is directly such a node v whose label
is C(t1 ). Therefore, we set the sequence of t1 equal to aba which is the sequence of
v. According to a response to this sequence we split again the initial and current
sets. Two terminal nodes are produced in this way. The next unresolved node is the
second successor of root. Hence, we choose this node t2 with I(t2 ) = {B, D} and
C(t2 ) = {A, C}. The lowest node in ST is again found, i.e. previously discussed node
u, and its sequence ba is assigned to t2 . After subsequent construction of successor
nodes, all new nodes are terminal so that we have created the ADS from the ST. Note
that the length of found ADS is 4 as the maximal depth of ADS in normal version.

Figure 3.9. The adaptive distinguishing sequence of the Mealy machine

Moore machine defined in Figure 3.10 is other example of FSM with an adaptive distinguishing sequence. For this sample we don’t provide intermediate state, the splitting
tree, but an ADS is directly shown in Figure 3.11.

A
B
C
D

a

b

ε

C
C
A
D

A
D
B
B

1
1
2
2

Figure 3.10. Example of Moore machine with an adaptive distinguishing sequence

An adaptive distinguishing sequence has always the empty string ε in its root for
Moore machines and the root must have two or more successors. Otherwise, states of
such machine are undistinguishable because all states should have the same output.
In our second example, each block in ST has an input symbol that distinguishes it.
Therefore, the resulting ADS is equal to its shortened version. The length of found
ADS is 2 although the empty string has zero length we must count with it as standard
symbol due to the contribution of the necessary information.

Figure 3.11. The adaptive distinguishing sequence of the Moore machine
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A state verifying sequence (SVS) is also called simple I/O sequence [8] or Unique Input
Output sequence [4]. However, the name “state verifying sequence” specifies more its
usage and suggests also that such a sequence is always connected with a particular
state.

3.4.1

SVS definition

A state verifying sequence of a state s ∈ S is an input sequence x ∈ Σ∗ , such that
the output sequence produced by the machine in response to x from any state other
than s is different than that from s, i.e., ω ∗ (si , x) 6= ω ∗ (s, x) for any si 6= s.
(Definition 4.1 in [4])
Adaptiveness does not make significant difference. Therefore the preset form is sufficient to consider. The name of the sequence suggests thus its use. When FSM could be
in any particular state, just the SVS of this state is applied. Then the observed output
sequence determines whether FSM was in the expected state or not.
An union of state verifying sequences of all states in FSM is called states verifying
set (SVSet) of FSM. Application of SVSet in a state leads to an equal function as
distinguishing sequence does. Note that a state does not have to have SVS and so
SVSet is not defined.

3.4.2

SVS algorithm

The state verifying sequence can be determined from a state distinguishing tree, which
is very similar to the distinguishing tree presented in PDS algorithm 3.2.2. A state
distinguishing tree is a successor tree from which all minimal length state verifying
sequences of particular state can be derived. Each node u has besides a set of states Q
as its label, one state su ∈ Q highlighted, or fixed. The state su should be distinguished
in the subtree of node u. That is, the root node has a fixed state s which the SVS is
searching for, i.e. the state distinguishing tree is associated with s. The following steps
are followed for deriving the sequences:
1. The state distinguishing tree of state s ∈ S has an initial node labeled with the set
Q of all states of the machine and state s ∈ Q is highlighted. For Moore machines
the set Q contains only states with the same output symbol on ε as state s has.
2. For each input a ∈ Σ, construct a branch from Q to a successor node which represents
the set of all next states if the state is in Q and the input a is applied and the output
is equal to the output of transition from the fixed state s ∈ Q. In each successor
node highlight the next state of the fixed state s.
3. Determine terminal nodes of the tree according to the following rules. Note that the
rules are listed in order of their testing.
a) A node in which the highlighted state s appears more than once in the label is a
terminal node.
b) A node which is identical to a node at an earlier level is a terminal node. Note
that also highlighted states must be the same.
c) A node with the fixed state s only is a terminal node.
4. If one or more nodes are terminal nodes defined by rule c) of step 3, the sequence of
inputs corresponding to a path from the initial node to such a terminal node is a state
verifying sequence for the fixed state s of the initial node. If all nodes terminate by
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rule a) or rule b), then the machine has no state verifying sequence for the state s.
If there are some nonterminal nodes in the tree, go to step 5.
5. For each nonterminal node Qi and each input a ∈ Σ, construct a branch from Qi to
a successor node representing the next states of Qi on input a. Eliminate states with
different outputs than the fixed state s ∈ Qi has on input a. Highlight a next state
of s in each successor node, i.e. if s is fixed then δ(s, a) is fixed. Go to step 3.

3.4.3

Time complexity

Although the algorithm is quite cropped compared to the PDS algorithm 3.2.2, it is
n+1
also in O(npn +2 ), n = |S| and p = |Σ|, because SVS can be of exponential length.
However, again the most state verifying sequences are of the order n. Therefore, with
assumption that length is of order n the algorithm runs P
in O(npn+2 ), because each node
is expanded in O(np) and number of nodes is at most ni=0 pi , which is in O(pn+1 ).

3.4.4

SVS example

As an example, consider a Moore machine defined in Figure 3.12. This machine has
five states and each of them has the unique shortest SVS as it can be seen later.

A
B
C
D
E

a
C
C
E
A
D

b
E
A
B
B
D

ε
1
1
1
1
2

Figure 3.12. Example of Moore machine with state verification sequences

At first, we describe how a state verifying sequence of state B is found. The process
of the algorithm is captured through a state distinguishing tree in Figure 3.13. Each
node is labeled with a fixed state and a set of undistinguished states. Note that state E
doesn’t appear in the root of tree in Figure 3.13 because it has a different output than
the fixed state B has. Both states A and B go to state C and state B is fixed in the root
so the branch under input a is terminated by condition 3a) at first level. Equally,
one of nodes at the second level terminates with a failure. Fortunately, there is also
a terminal node labeled with a fixed state and a set of undistinguished states containing
only the fixed state. Hence, SVS of state B exists and is formed by the path bb from
the root to this leaf node.

Figure 3.13. The state distinguishing tree of state B
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A
B
C
D
E

εb

εbb

εa

εaa

ε

12
11
11
11
21

121
112
111
111
211

11
11
12
11
21

112
112
121
111
211

1
1
1
1
2

Table 3.2. The responses to found SVSs of the sample Moore machine

In a similar way, we construct the other state distinguishing trees and determine
particular state verifying sequences. After this, we can make a check which shows
whether the SVS distinguishes related state from the others. The shortest SVSs of
states A-E are εb, εbb, εa, εaa and ε, respectively. All responses are filled in Table 3.2
and on the diagonal it can be seen that the sequences really verify particular states.
The second example, which we present, is a Mealy machine defined in Figure 3.14.
This example is interesting because two states, specifically A and B, have equal the
shortest state verifying sequence, aba. So the SVSet contains only three different sequences in spite of the fact that the machine’s number of states is four. As in the first
example, all responses are recorded in Table 3.3 and important ones are emphasized.

A
B
C
D

a
B/
A/
D/
D/

b
D/
B/
A/
C/

1
1
2
2

1
1
1
1

Figure 3.14. Example of Mealy machine with state verification sequences

A
B
C
D

aba

baba

bbaba

111
112
212
212

1212
1112
1111
1212

11212
11112
11212
11111

Table 3.3. The responses to found SVSs of the sample Mealy machine

3.5

State characterizing set

A state characterizing set of sequences (SCSet) is always connected with some particular
state. It is also a generalization of state verifying sequence.

3.5.1

SCSet definition

A state characterizing set Λs of a state s ∈ S is a set of input sequences xk ∈ Σ∗ ,
such that the set of output sequences produced by the machine in response to all xk
from any state other than s is different than that from s, i.e., {ω ∗ (si , xk ) | xk ∈ Λs } =
6
{ω ∗ (s, xk ) | xk ∈ Λs } for any si 6= s.
In other words, for all states different from s there exists an input sequence xk in
the state characterizing set of state s, such that the output sequences produced by the
machine in response to xk is different, i.e., ∀si 6= s ∃xk ∈ Λs : ω ∗ (si , xk ) 6= ω ∗ (s, xk ).
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Note that each state of a reduced FSM has a state characterizing set. So that if some
state is verified, i.e. one makes an assumption about a current state of the machine,
and neither DS nor SVS of this state exists, application of SCSet in this state provides
correctness of the assumption about this state.
For all previously discussed sequences it was easy to say what sequence is the best
one so far. We just chose the shortest sequence. Nevertheless, the minimality of SCSet
is not so obvious. For each FSM and some its state there are many SCSets that
meet the definition but which is the best? One may want to have minimal cardinality
of the SCSet which leads to an approximation of SVS for a particular state. Others
would rather prefer having the shortest sequences in SCSet or sum of sequences’ lenghts
should be the smallest one. Our minimal SCSet is the one with shortest sequences.
The shortest means that for each sequence there is a pair of states that is distinguished
by the sequence and the sequence is the shortest possible. After that, we reduce the
SCSet to have the least number of sequences. However, note that minimization of
number of sequences can be proved to be NP-hard [3] because Set cover problem which
is NP-complete can be reduced polynomially to the minimization of sequence number
problem. Therefore, we provide only an algorithm that tries to erase unnecessary
sequences from SCSet so that polynomial time is still guaranteed.
A characterizing set W is a set of input sequences xk ∈ Σ∗ , such that for each pair
of states (si , sj ), si 6= sj , there is sequence xk ∈ W that distinguishes this pair, i.e.,
ω ∗ (si , xk ) 6= ω ∗ (sj , xk ). W is also known as characterization set [9]. The characterizing
set (CSet) can be obtained as union of SCSets of all states but again it does not have
to be the minimal set which meets definition of CSet. So we try to reduce cardinality
of the union of SCSets by removing unnecessary sequences.
CSet is used in similar way as DS is. That is, a state of FSM can be uniquely
determined by applying all sequences of CSet in this state. The characterizing set has
advantages over DS that it is found more easily and especially every reduced FSM has
it. However, a DS is always only one sequence (if it exists) while the sequences number
in the CSet is linear to the number of machine states.

3.5.2

SCSet algorithm

We propose an algorithm that finds the shortest distinguishing sequences for each pair
of states. Then it creates CSet and SCSets as a union of the related sequences.
1. For each pair of states (si , sj ) ∈ S × S apply each input a ∈ Σ. If on some a states
si and sj produce different output, store this input a as the shortest distinguishing
sequence for pair (si , sj ). For Moore machines distinguish pairs of states first by
the empty string ε.
2. For each pair (si , sj ) distinguished by the input sequence w in the previous step try
to find an undistinguished pair (sk , sl ) and an input a such that the pair of the next
states (δ(sk , a), δ(sl , a)) = (si , sj ). If there are such pair and input, store a · w as
a distinguishing sequence for the pair(sk , sl )
3. If some pair of different states is undistinguished, go to step 2. Otherwise create
a characterizing set as a set of all distinguishing sequences stored in the previous
steps. A state characterizing set of state s is a set of all sequences distinguished pairs
(s, sk ), where sk 6= s, i.e., {wk ∈ Σ∗ |wk distinguishes (s, sk ) ∈ S × S, s 6= sk }.
The found CSet and SCSets meet the definition and contain the shortest possible
sequences. However, some application needs the smallest number of sequences to be
effective. Therefore one of possible set reduction is described below.
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1. Mark all pairs of states associated with the set as undistinguished.
2. Go through the sequences in the set from the longest. For each sequence w find a pair
of states (si , sj ) that the pair has yet undistinguished mark and w distinguishes
the pair only in the last symbol, i.e., ∃u ∈ Σ∗ , a ∈ Σ : w = u · a ∧ ω ∗ (si , w) 6=
ω ∗ (sj , w) ∧ ω ∗ (si , u) = ω ∗ (sj , u). If such a pair does not exist, erase the sequence w
from the set. Otherwise mark as distinguished each pair of states that the sequence
w distinguishes.
3. Mark all pairs of states associated with the reduced set as undistinguished.
4. Go through the sequences in the set from the shortest. For each sequence w find
a pair of states (si , sj ) as in step 2, the pair has yet undistinguished mark and w distinguishes the pair only in the last symbol. If such pair exists, mark as distinguished
each pair of states that the sequence w distinguishes. Otherwise process step 5 with
the particular sequence.
5. Find all pairs of states that have yet undistinguished mark and the sequence w
distinguishes each of them. If such pair does not exists, erase the sequence w from
the set. Otherwise trim suffix of the sequence w so that each of found pairs is still
distinguished and the short sequence will be minimal. Then mark each of found pairs
as distinguished and continue with step 4 if some sequence is not processed yet.
Note that a direction of passing through the set in step 2 and step 4 is based
on the knowledge about sequences in the set. The longest sequence wl remains in the set
but it can distinguish also a pair of states which has assigned a shorter sequence ws .
So, ws does not have to be necessary in the set. Therefore, the set is first passed from
the longest. It is similar in step 4. After reduction in step 2, the shortest sequence
remains in the set. Again a sequence w can be erased if shorter sequences distinguish
all pairs that w also distinguishes. In addition, step 5 ensures that sequences remaining
in the set are the shortest possible.

3.5.3

Time complexity

The first part of the algorithm which produce a CSet and/or SCSets runs in O(n4 · |Σ|),
where n is the number of machine states. The most expensive step is step 2 where
for each pair of states another pair is found. Number of pairs is P = n(n − 1)/2 so
P ·P ∈ O(n4 ) and both pairs have to be connected, thus inputs need to be traversed, i.e.
O(|Σ|) per one pair of states pairs. However with some suitable structure it is possible
to run the first part in O(n2 · |Σ|), see Section 6.3.2. The optimization part of the
algorithm which tries to reduce the found set C runs in O(n2 · |C| · |w|) ⊆ O(n5 ), where
|w| is the length of the longest word in the set C, |w| ≤ n and |C| ≤ P . Note that the
presented reduction does not have to be the best one. It only tries to eliminate some
unnecessary sequences from the found set but different direction of passing through
the set could find different sequences for removal. Note also that if only a SCSet C of
state s is requested then the first part can run in O(n · |Σ|) and the optimization part
in O(n · |C| · |w|). This is because only pairs with state s are consider and number of
such pairs is n − 1. The optimization part dominates the first part so that the entire
algorithm runs in O(n5 ).

3.5.4

SCSet example

Every reduced FSM has a state characterizing set for each state, so an arbitrary machine
can be used as example. We provide two examples, one Moore machine and one Mealy
machine. At first, consider the Mealy machine in Figure 3.15.
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a
A
B
C
D

C
C
B
A

/
/
/
/

3.5 State characterizing set

b
1
1
2
2

D
C
D
B

/
/
/
/

1
1
1
1

Figure 3.15. Example of Mealy machine with state characterizing sets

The presented algorithm suggests to go through all pairs of states and for each find
an input symbol that distinguishes it (step 1). The input a distinguishes states A, B
from the states C, D because both pairs produce different output on a. On the other
hand, the second input b does not distinguish any pair of states at all. Every transition
under b has the same output. We should thus store a as a distinguishing sequence.
For this purpose we use a distinguishing table. The distinguishing table has n rows
and n columns, each one for a state. A cell of the distinguishing table related to
state si in row and state sj contains the shortest distinguishing sequence for states
pair (si , sj ). Note that if states in rows and in columns are in the same order then
the distinguishing table is symmetric along the diagonal and the cells on the diagonal
are empty. The distinguishing table of the sample machine is shown in Figure 3.4.
The input a is stored in all cells whose states distinguishes, cell (B, D) or (C, A) for
example.
Step 2 suggests finding of undistinguished pair that are linked to a distinguished pair
of states. In our example, pairs (A, B) and (C, D) are still undistinguished. However,
A and B go into C under input a and into the second undistinguished pair under b
so we cannot do anything with this pair for now. Although the pair (C, D) is not
distinguished under a, because it goes into the undistinguished pair (A, B), the second
input is convenient. Applying the input b translates the machine from states C and
D to distinguished pair (D, B). A stored sequence of this pair is a so that we save
sequence b · a as distinguishing for pair (C, D).
Every pair is not distinguished so we process step 2 again. This leads to distinction
of pair (A, B) with sequence bba. Then, we can arrange SCSets as all sequences in a row
of the distinguishing table (Fig. 3.4), and CSet as all sequences in the distinguishing
table, i.e. {a, ba, bba}.

A
B
C
D

A
–
bba
a
a

B
bba
–
a
a

C
a
a
–
ba

D
a
a
ba
–

SCSet
{a, bba}
{a, bba}
{a, ba}
{a, ba}

Table 3.4. The distinguishing table for states of the sample Mealy machine

When we have SCSet, we can try to reduce its size. Consider reduction of SCSet of
state A. State B is distinguished from A in the last symbol of bba so that this sequence
remains in the set. Note that also state D is distinguished by bba but C not, see Table of
responses 3.5. The second sequence of the set distinguishes state C from A in the last
symbol. The last symbol is the entire sequence a in this case. Therefore, SCSet of
state A remains the same after step 2. Step 4 marks at first states C and D due to the
sequence a and then B is also marked because of the sequence bba. So no sequence is
erased from SCSet of state A during the reduction algorithm. Now, consider SCSet of
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state D, i.e. {a, ba}. In Table 3.5 there is shown that state C has a unique response
to ba so the other states are marked as distinguished. That is, the sequence a has no
pair to distinction so it is erased in step 2. SCSet of state D is thus reduced to {ba}.
Note that SCSet with one sequence is in fact SVS. CSet of the sample Mealy machine
remains the same due to no column in Table of responses 3.5 can be erased so that each
pair of rows is still different.
a
1
1
2
2

A
B
C
D

ba
12
12
12
11

bba
111
112
111
112

reduced SCSet
{a, bba}
{a, bba}
{a, ba}
{ba}

Table 3.5. SCSets’ responses and reduced version of the sets

In the second example, a Moore machine in Figure 3.16, there is only one difference
from the previous example. A distinguishing table 3.6 is filled at first with the empty
string ε. Therefore, each pair containing state D is distinguished before we try to
distinguish this pair by an input symbol of Σ.

A
B
C
D

a

b

ε

C
C
B
A

D
C
D
B

1
1
1
2

Figure 3.16. Example of Moore machine with state characterizing sets

The pair of states A and C is distinguished as the last in step 2 and then SCSets,
shown in Table 3.6, can be formed. CSet is union of SCSets like by the Mealy example.
Here, it is equal to SCSet of state A or state C, i.e. {ε, b, ab}.

A
B
C
D

A
–
b
ab
ε

B
b
–
b
ε

C
ab
b
–
ε

D
ε
ε
ε
–

SCSet
{ε, b, ab}
{ε, b}
{ε, b, ab}
{ε}

Table 3.6. The distinguishing table for states of the sample Moore machine

The reduction algorithm erases some sequences only by SCSet of states A and C.
The sequence ab is sufficient to distinguish state C from the others. On the other hand,
the same sequence distinguish only state C from state A so that sequence b is needed

A
B
C
D

ε
1
1
1
2

b
2
1
2
1

ab
12
12
11
12

reduced SCSet
{b, ab}
{ε, b}
{ab}
{ε}

Table 3.7. SCSets’ responses and a reduced version of the sets
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to distinguish state A from states B and D. All three states are distinguished from
state A so the empty string is not necessary to be in SCSet of state A. CSet remains
the same, {ε, b, ab}, after the reduction algorithm. Reduced SCSets and the responses
on particular sequences are shown in Table 3.7.

3.6

Homing sequence

As the name suggests a homing sequence (HS) guides FSM to some specific states.

3.6.1

HS definition

An input sequence x is said to be a homing sequence if the final state of the machine can
be determined uniquely from the machine’s response to x, regardless of the initial state.
These final states of the machine are determined by observing the output sequence
produced by applying a homing sequence to the machine.
(Def. in [5])
Note that a homing sequence exists for all reduced FSM. Use of HS is obvious, if the
current state of FSM is unknown, HS is applied and according to the output sequence
a final state is determined.
An adaptive form of sequence can rapidly reduce the length of homing sequence in
some cases. Imagine that two transitions under an input a and the same output d goes
to the same state, other transitions have different output under a. The input a is the
first symbol in the preset homing sequence which is minimal and has more than one
symbol. So that unique final state is known after applying the first symbol if the output
symbol is d. Therefore the rest of HS does not need to be applied to these identified
states. However, only preset form is discussed because all reduced FSMs have a preset
HS and an adaptive form can be determined from it.

3.6.2

HS algorithm

The entire algorithm is taken from [5], only an adjustment for Moore machines were
added. A homing tree is a successor tree from which all minimal length homing sequences can be derived. The following steps are used to derive the homing sequences:
1. The homing tree has an root node labeled with the set Q of all states of the machine.
For Moore machines the set Q is partitioned according to output symbol on ε.
2. For each input a ∈ Σ, construct a branch from Q to a successor node which represents
the set of all next states, if the present state is in Q and the input a is applied. Group
these nodes according to outputs associated with the transitions to the states. Within
any group, no state need be repeated.
3. Determine terminal nodes in the tree according to the following rules:
a) A node which is identical to a node at an earlier level is a terminal node.
b) A node in which each group is a single state is a terminal node.
4. If one or more nodes are terminal nodes by rule b), a sequence of inputs from the root
node to such a terminal node is a homing sequence. Note that all nodes cannot
be terminal by rule a) since a homing sequence always exists. If there are some
nonterminal nodes in the tree, go to step 5.
5. For each nonterminal node Qi and each input a, construct a branch from Qi to a successor node, representing the next state of Qi for input a, grouping them by outputs
and not grouping together states that are generated by different subgroups of Qi .
Go to step 3.
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Time complexity

The algorithm is very similar to the PDS algorithm 3.2.2. A difference is in terminal
rules. One terminal rule is missing for HS unlike for PDS. Therefore, there is a greater
flexibility and so the search state space should be bigger. Nevertheless, in [6] an upper
bound of sequence length is proved, i.e. |w| ≤ (n − 1)2 , where n = |S| and w is HS.
P(n−1)2
2
The algorithm thus runs in O(np i=0 pi ) = O(np(n−1) +2 ), p = |Σ|, because one
node is processed in O(np) (step 2 and/or 5) and number of expanded nodes is at most
P(n−1)2 i
p . A suboptimal algorithm that runs in O(pn2 ) is proposed in [6].
i=0

3.6.4

HS example

Every machine has a homing sequence so any machine can be taken as an example.
However, for now, consider a Mealy machine whose transition-output table and state
diagram are shown in Figure 3.17.

A
B
C
D

a
B/
A/
D/
D/

1
1
2
2

b
D/
B/
A/
C/

1
1
1
1

Figure 3.17. Example of Mealy machine with a homing sequence

Following the steps of algorithm described above, the homing tree for this machine
is constructed and is depicted in Figure 3.18. The shortest solution, the sequence aba,
is at the third-level leaf, because only singletons form the label of this node. Note
that there is other solution, the sequence abba determines also a uniquely final state
according to a response. The others leaves was terminated because there are identical
nodes at an earlier level.

Figure 3.18. The homing tree of the sample Mealy machine

Using a homing tree and a representation of machine, i.e. state diagram, we can
easily make a check that two responses on found homing sequence are equivalent only
if final states are the same. The responses and the final states of example’s homing
sequences are captured in Table 3.8.
The second example is specified in Figure 3.19. The transitions are the same as in
Mealy sample but the output function is changed so that a Moore machine is created.
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initial
state

response
to aba

final
state

response
to abba

final
state

A
B
C
D

111
112
212
212

A
D
D
D

1111
1112
2111
2111

A
D
B
B

Table 3.8. The responses and the final states of found HS of the sample Mealy machine

A
B
C
D

a
B
A
D
D

b
D
B
A
C

ε
1
1
1
2

Figure 3.19. Example of Moore machine with a homing sequence

Figure 3.20. The homing tree of the Moore machine

As in the previous example, a homing tree can be derived using the algorithm.
The sample machine has two HS: εab and εbb. The sequences are shown again as
paths from the root to particular terminal nodes of homing tree in Figure 3.20.

3.7

Synchronizing sequence

Some FSM can be synchronized to a particular state which means that FSM is in this
state after applying a specific input sequence. The input sequence is called a synchronizing sequence (SS).

3.7.1

SS definition

A synchronizing sequence is an input sequence which takes the machine to a unique
final state independent of its initial state.
(Def. in [5]).
Note that this sequence has not adaptive form because the decision is made regardless
of the output. SS is used similarly to a homing sequence. It is guaranteed that SS takes
FSM into one state unlike HS which can take machine into more than one final state.
On the other hand, SS has always at least the same length as HS and FSM may not
even have SS. The synchronizing sequence has one more important use. When output
of FSM cannot be observed but a representation of FSM is known SS still can be used
to determine the current state. The unique final state and thus also the current state
is known after applying SS.
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SS algorithm

The entire algorithm is taken from [5]. The synchronizing sequences can be found from
a synchronizing tree which is a successor tree. The synchronizing tree is similar to
the homing tree except that the states represented by a node are not grouped according to outputs since the final state must be determined independently of the output.
The following steps are followed to build a synchronizing tree and derive all minimal
length synchronizing sequences.
1. The synchronizing tree has an root node labeled with the set Q of all machine states.
2. For each input a ∈ Σ, construct a branch from Q to a successor node which represents
the set of all next states, if the current state is in Q and the input a is applied. Group
these nodes disregarding the outputs associated with the transition to the states.
Within the group, no state need to be repeated.
3. Terminal nodes in the tree are determined according to the following rules:
a) A node which is identical to a node at an earlier level is a terminal node.
b) A node in which the group is a single state is a terminal node.
4. If one or more nodes are terminal nodes by rule b), the sequence of inputs from
the root node to such a terminal node is a synchronizing sequence. If all nodes are
terminated by rule a), the machine has no synchronizing sequence. If there are some
nonterminal nodes in the tree, go to step 5.
5. For each nonterminal node Qi and each input a, construct a branch from Qi to a successor node, representing the next states of Qi for input a. Go to step 3.

3.7.3

Time complexity

Synchronizing sequence does not depend on output but this fact does not change that
the algorithm has similar behavior in time complexity point of view as the algorithms
for PDS or HS. In [7], there is stated that SS has length at most n(n + 1)/2 which
is in O(n2 ), where n is the number of machine states. Therefore the algorithm runs
2
in O(npn +2 ), p = |Σ|, which is derived from the knowledge that one node is processed
P 2
in O(np) (step 2 and/or 5) and the number of expanded nodes is at most ni=0 pi .

3.7.4

SS example

We will present only one sample machine unlike by previously described sequences where
one Moore machine and one Mealy machine were always discussed. This is because of
independence of SS on output. Therefore, one can easily rewrite the output function of
given Moore example (Fig. 3.21) and have a Mealy machine with equal synchronizing
sequences as we will state here.

A
B
C
D

a
B
A
B
C

b
C
D
A
A

ε
1
1
2
2

Figure 3.21. Example of Moore machine with a synchronizing sequence

In Figure 3.22, there is shown how a synchronizing tree looks like after the algorithm
quits. Cardinality of set in nodes’ labels gets lower as deeper are we in the tree. This
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is caused by collapsing of some parent’s states, i.e. both states A and C go to state
B under input a so that the first child of the root has only three states in the label.
Most of the branches terminate by rule a), in other words the last nodes have identical
label as some nodes at an earlier level. However, there are two terminal nodes having
only one state as its label. The paths from the root to these nodes determine the
synchronizing sequences of this sample machine. In particular, found SS are: bba and
aabb.

Figure 3.22. The synchronizing tree

Although the responses don’t matter by synchronizing sequence, we record them in
Table 3.9. Besides responses, there are also more important data — the final states
— which provide a check of the found SS. Final state must be the same for all initial
states.
initial
state

response
to bba

final
state

response
to aabb

final
state

A
B
C
D

211
211
121
121

B
B
B
B

1121
1121
1121
2121

A
A
A
A

Table 3.9. The responses and the final state of found SS of the sample Moore machine

3.8

Checking sequence

A checking sequence (CS) is not a basic sequence so that only its definition is introduced.

3.8.1

CS definition

Let M be a specification FSM with n states. A checking sequence for M is an input
sequence that distinguishes M from any other nonisomorphic machine B with at most
n states.
(Def. in [4])
Every strongly connected, reduced machine M has a checking sequence. CS is mostly
formed from basic sequences (previously discussed sequences) For instance, SS for determining the current state concatenates with DS for verifying the initial state and
this connected sequence may be in CS several times in different modifications, see for
example [7].
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Chapter 4
Relation of sequences
Not all FSMs have every basic sequence.. We described the existence question for each
basic sequence. However, now we look at their relations, particularly whether some
sequence must exist when a machine has another one.
At first, it should be recalled that a FSM having a sequence in the preset form has
always this sequence in the adaptive form. This has been mentioned at the beginning of
the previous chapter. Therefore, every machine with a preset distinguishing sequence
has also an adaptive distinguishing sequence. The converse does not hold. There is
a FSM that has ADS but it has not PDS. For example, the automaton in the example 3.3.4 has not PDS.
The number of FSMs with SVSet is greater than the number of FSMs with ADS.
Consider a machine with ADS, that is, one can according to an observed response apply
an input defined in the ADS and so distinguish a state from the others. This is enabled
due to the fact that each state is incident to exactly one leaf of tree representing ADS.
In other words, for each state s there is a path from the ADS root node, containing
state s, to a leaf node. This path is in fact a state verifying sequence of s. Although
a SVS created from an ADS does not have to be minimal, FSM with ADS has always
a state verifying sequence for each state, i.e. SVSet. Again the converse is not true.
For instance, the machine in the example 3.4.4 with a SVSet has not an ADS. This
is mainly due to the fact that FSM does not contain a valid input for all states, i.e.
some states are indistinguishable on each input. Therefore, SVSs start with different
symbols.
Each states of all machines has a state characterizing set and all machines have also
a characterizing set as has been mentioned in the section 3.5. In comparison with SVS
it is clear that each state having SVS has also SCSet, i.e. SCSet is a singleton, or a set
containing one sequence. So all FSM with SVSet have SCSets and CSet. However,
have all FSM with CSet, that are all reduced FSM, a states verifying set? The answer
is no. A state can be indistinguishable from other states under each input, this state
thus needs at least two different starting sequences for distinguishing from all states.
The example 3.5.4 shows exactly that not all machines have SVSet. Note that some
states have SVS in most cases although SVSet is not defined.
A homing sequence has completely different use than SCSet but HS has the same
main property — all machines have it. On the contrary, some FSM does not have
a synchronizing sequence which determines a final state like HS does but without using
responses. This implies that each machine having SS must have HS. If we consider
relation between an automaton with some distinguishing sequence and an automaton
with SS, we find that there are machines with a distinguishing sequence and with SS
but there are also machines with DS for which SS does not exist. For an example,
look at automata in section 3.2.4. Although these machines have PDS, a synchronizing
sequence cannot be found for them.
Summary of sequence relation is as follows. It is useful to divide sequences into two
groups: distinguishing sequences and those that identify only final state. Machines with
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Figure 4.1. Relation of sequences

distinguishing sequences can be strictly compared and sorted. In particular, if a FSM
M has a PDS then M has an ADS. If a FSM M has an ADS then each state of M has a
SVS. If a SVSet is defined for M then M has a SCSet for each state. Last rule for FSMs
with distinguishing sequences establishes that all machines have a CSet and also SCSet
for each state. Note that these implications are true only in given direction, the reverse
implications are not generally true. The second group has only two representatives in
our case. It is ensured that each FSM having a SS has also a HS and all machines have
a HS. Again implication is true only in the described direction, that is, not all FSMs
have SS. All relations are depicted in Figure 4.1, where each ellipse represents machines
with a particular sequence.
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Chapter 5
Improvements
Three new things will be introduced in this chapter. The first is a heuristic which speeds
up finding of some sequences. In particular, the exponential algorithms for a preset
distinguishing sequence and a state verifying sequence are considered. The second thing
is a reformulation of PDS algorithm 3.2.2, such that an expansion of states group will
not be needed to do more than once. At the end of this chapter, a complex algorithm
returning all possible distinguishing and verifying sequences is presented. It is based
on the relations of sequences introduced in the previous chapter.

5.1

Heuristic

In practical applications, a sequence needs to be found in a given amount of time,
so an algorithm with exponential time complexity is not sufficient. Therefore, some
approximations are introduced. We chose an informed search algorithm, specifically A*
and Weighted A* [10], [11]. These algorithms need an additional information which is
provided as a heuristic. A heuristic estimates the distance to the goal. The algorithm
searches thus more directly to the target because of the added information of heuristic.
We now introduce a heuristic that estimates the length of sequence that is needed
for distinguishing a particular set of states.
Definition 5.1. Let wij be the shortest sequence distinguishing a pair of state (si , sj ) ∈
S × S, specially we define wij = ε if i = j, i.e. |wii | = 0. Then a heuristic h for a set of
states A is defined:
h(A) = max{|wij | | (si , sj ) ∈ A × A}, A ⊆ S
The heuristic h is consistent [10], i.e. for every set A and every subset B ⊆ A, h(A)
is no greater than the step cost of getting to B from A plus h(B). In addition, heuristic
of a singleton, a goal state, is zero, i.e. ∀s ∈ S : h({s}) = 0. As h is consistent, it is
also admissible which means that h never overestimates the cost of reaching the goal.
Consistency of h provides the optimal solution of A* in graph-search [10].
Modification of h is used for SVS of state si :
Definition 5.2. Let wij be the shortest sequence distinguishing a pair of state (si , sj ) ∈
S × S, specially we define wij = ε if i = j, i.e. |wii | = 0. Then a heuristic hsi for a set
of states A with a fixed state si is defined:
hsi (A) = max{|wij | | (si , sj ) ∈ {si } × A}, {si } ⊆ A ⊆ S
Heuristics hsi for si ∈ S are consistent and admissible as h.
Both heuristics, h and hsi , can be extended to a set of state groups. One application
is getting heuristic value for a partition of S.
Definition 5.3. A partition heuristic hpart is maximum of heuristic values of each state
sets in the partition P , i.e.
hpart (P ) = max{h(u) | u ∈ P }
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New PDS algorithm

An algorithm that will be presented has the same idea as PDS algorithm 3.2.2. However,
the steps are now described to be more efficient because an implementation view on
the algorithm is considered. In addition, the heuristic h is included.
A base of the algorithm is a block graph. The block graph is a directed graph with
blocks, or groups of states, as nodes. An edge e goes from a block b to a block c if and
only if there is a valid input a ∈ Σ for the block b and an output d ∈ Γ such that
∀s ∈ b : ω(s, a) = d ⇔ δ(s, a) ∈ c. Label of e is composed from a and d and uniquely
determines a successor node. For each block b can be computed heuristic h(b), see
Def. 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Connection between a distinguishing tree and a block graph

An expansion of block b by an input a has to be introduced due to the fact that the
block graph is really huge, number of nodes can be 2|S| , and thus the entire graph does
not have to fit into a computer memory. Fortunately, only some nodes are needed for
our search. The algorithm expands a node only if it is necessary to know its successors.
The expansion of b is done by applying a to all states of b. Then the next states are
grouped by the same output symbol obtained on a. These groups form successors of
block b corresponding to input a. That is, a successor ca/d reachable from b by applying
a with response d is ca/d = {δ(s, a) | ω(s, a) = d, s ∈ b}.
The partitions in the nodes of the distinguishing tree are then represented as a set
of pointers to blocks as can be seen in Figure 5.1. Heuristic value of node p is hpart (p),
see Def. 5.3. Note that although node p is used as parameter of heuristic, hpart works
only with node’s partition.
Searching for the closest node, or a node with a minimal path from a root node, with
partition of singletons is based on search algorithm Weighted A* [11]. This means that
the nodes are chosen for expansion gradually according to nodes’ value which is defined
as sum of length of distinguishing sequence related to node and -times heuristic value
of node, i.e. value of node u is f (u) = g(u) +  · hpart (u), where g(u) = |wu |, wu is
a distinguishing sequence related to u and  > 1 is a weight.
In the algorithm there are needed some structures which are now stated.

. Open is a set of distinguishing tree nodes.
sorted by their values.
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. Closed is a set of distinguishing tree nodes and contains only expanded nodes.
. P is a table of the shortest sequences distinguishing related state in row and state
in column.

. succ(b, a) is a set of successor blocks which are reached by applying input a ∈ Σ to
all states of block b.
Note that P can be obtained by the first part of SCSet algorithm 3.5.2. These four
structures are sufficient for searching which is now described:
1. Create a block r with all states of FSM. Get its heuristic value h(r) using P , i.e. find
maximal length of sequence in P .
2. Create a node u with a pointer to block r from step 1. Set f (u) =  · h(r).
a) If FSM is Mealy type, push u into Open and go to next step.
b) Otherwise, FSM is Moore type, expand r using the empty string ε. All neighbors
of r incident to the input ε then form a successor node v of node u, that is,
the partition of v is succ(r, ε). Set value of v, i.e. f (v) = |ε| +  · hpart (v).
In the end, push node u into Closed, set ε as the distinguishing sequence for node
v and push v into Open. Note that if all blocks in succ(r, ε) are singletons, PDS
was found.
3. Choose and erase node u with minimal value f (u) from Open. Push u into Closed.
4. Find each unexpanded block b in the partition of u and expand b by each input of
alphabet Σ. And after expansion compute block heuristic h(b).
5. Find each input a which is valid for all blocks in the partition of node u. That is
there is at least one outgoing edge e from each block of the partition in the block
graph so that label of e contains input a. With each a process steps 6-8.
6. Create a node v as a successor of node u. A distinguishing sequence of v is w · a,
where w is the sequence of u. Let a partition of u be denoted by B. Set the partition
C of v as union of succ(b, a) for each b ∈ B, i.e. C = {succ(b, a) | b ∈ B}, and set the
value f (v) = |w · a| +  · hpart (v).
7. If node v has only singletons in its partition, then the sequence of v is a distinguishing
sequence of FSM and the algorithm quits.
8. If the node v is not in Closed and not in Open, push it in Open. Else if the node v
is not in Closed and the value of node in Open is higher, update f (v) in Open.
9. If Open is empty then FSM has no preset distinguishing sequence. Otherwise, go to
step 3.

5.2.1

Time complexity

Although the algorithm 5.2 uses informed search with a consistent heuristic it is hard
to find lower upper bound on expanded nodes than is provided by PDS algorithm 3.2.2.
PDS can have an exponential length and the search state space can contain more than
one goal, so it is possible that in the worst case the algorithm will have to expand all
nodes of distinguishing tree. Therefore time complexity of the new algorithm is the
n+1
same as the complexity of the algorithm 3.2.2, i.e. O(npn +2 ), where n is the number
of machine states. Again if we assume that the length of preset distinguishing sequence
is of order n then the algorithm runs in O(npn+2 ).
Time complexities are for both algorithms equal so that we need another measure
for proving improvement by the new algorithm. Comparison of numbers of expanded
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states provides a sufficient information. Experiments in Chapter 7 confirm that new
algorithm is considerably better if we consider the number of states that are expanded.
The new algorithm is based on Weighted A* which means that the number of expanded nodes can be lower than by normal A*. However, it also means that the found
solution can be at most  times longer than the shortest one. Note that if the weight 
could be 1, normal A* would be used instead of Weighted A*. In experiments, we will
show that the most distinguishing sequences as well as the suboptimal solution found
by the new algorithm are shorter than the number of machine states.

5.3

Distinguishing algorithm

In the previous chapter we described relation of distinguishing sequences and that not all
FSM have every sequence. Therefore, if we have a machine M and want to distinguish
its states, then we need a distinguishing sequence. However, we don’t know whether M
has a specific sequence. The following algorithm finds all sequences with distinguishing
ability that M has.
Let M be a reduced FSM and P be a table of the shortest sequences that distinguish
the related state in row and the state in column so P has n = |S| rows and n columns.
Note that if the state in row i is the same as the state in column j then the cell (i, j)
cannot be filled because no sequence can distinguish a state from itself.
1. Find P , CSet and SCSets using SCSet algorithm 3.5.2.
2. Find ADS, if the FSM M has it, using ADS algorithm 3.3.2.
3. If M has ADS then try to find P DS using new algorithm 5.2 with the help of P .
4. For each state si ∈ S try to find SV S using SVS algorithm 3.4.2 with choosing
nonterminal node in the step 5 by A∗ technique, that is, choose node u which has
minimal value gsi (u) + hsi (u), where gsi (u) is the length of sequence from the root
node to the node u and hsi (u) is defined above (Def. 5.2) and is computed using P .
5. Return all sequences that were found.

5.3.1

Time complexity

Time complexity of the algorithm can be obtain as sum of complexities of particular
algorithms. Assume that n = |S| and p = |Σ|. Let’s look at each step:
1. P , CSet and SCSets are found in O(n5 ).
2. ADS algorithm runs in O(pn2 ).
3. The new PDS algorithm takes O(npn+2 ) time in most cases, i.e. the length of PDS
n+1
is of the order of n. Note that in the worst case the algorithm runs in O(npn +2 ).
4. One SVS can be found in O(npn+2 ) if we assume that the length of SVS is of the order
of n. So the entire step should run in O(n2 pn+2 ) in most cases.
In theory, the entire algorithm runs in O(n2 pn+2 ) because step 4 seems to be the most
expensive. However, experience suggests that obtaining a SVSet is approximately linear
(see Chapter 7) and the most difficult is to find PDS. Therefore, in most cases the
algorithm runs in O(npn+2 ).
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Chapter 6
Implementation
The previous chapters,we theoretically described algorithms for finding basic sequences.
Nevertheless, an implementation of algorithms is needed for a practical use. A basic
FSM structure must be established before the algorithms can be implemented. We decided to implement a library of functions for handling FSM and for finding basic sequences. C++ was chosen as the programming language.

6.1

Library structure

We wanted to have a structure of our library as simple as possible. On the other hand,
the structure should be very general. We found the structure of classes which is depicted
in Figure 6.1. An abstract class FSM collects common variables and functions. Integer
variables NumberOfStates = |S| , NumberOfInputs = |Σ| and NumberOfOutputs = |Γ|
are the most important. States, input symbols and also output symbols are numbered
from 0 to the value of the related variable minus one. The numbering is very useful,
a state or an input can be used directly as an index to array. A transition or an output
function can be expressed as an array. An initial state is assumed to be a state 0.

Figure 6.1. Library structure

A class MooreFSM and a class MealyFSM are derived classes of the class FSM. Both
the derived classes have their own data structures for the transition function and for
the output function. Therefore the classes must overwrite common functions like
getNextState or getOutput. The MooreFSM has an integer array of length |S| as
the output function and an array of integer arrays (S × Σ → S) as the transition
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function. The MealyFSM has the transition and also the output function in one data
structure, an array of arrays of integer pairs (S × Σ → S × Γ).
All discussed algorithms are described in the previous chapters for the general model
of FSM, only with a small difference in initializations. Therefore, functions for obtaining
sequences, i.e. the described algorithms, do not have to be overwritten by each type.
Thus, the functions are implemented only once with a customized initialization, mainly
for Moore model. Note that this united descriptions of algorithms for both types are
possible due to functions getOutput and getNextState. Thus, inner data structures
are hidden.
The library provides load and save functions for each instance of FSM. Both functions
are abstract because of their dependence on the type of machine. The type Moore and
the type Mealy implement the function save that create a file with extension .fsm and
write a description of machine into the file. The description has the following format:
variables Type and IsReduced on the first line, the numbers of states, inputs and
outputs on the second line, and then the output and the transition functions are listed
according to the type of the machine. The function load fills up the data structures
with numbers of a given file. Note that the file has extension .fsm and has the same
format as a saved file. A FSM can also be saved in Dot format which is defined by
Graphviz community1 ). Then a state diagram of machine can be easily visualized using
an extern tool.
FSMutils is a friend class of FSM class which means that functions of FSMutils have
access to private variables and functions of the abstract class. The most important function of FSMutils is minimize. It removes unreachable states from a given machine and
then transfers the FSM to its minimal form. The minimization is done using the classical partitioning method [3]. Note that a reduced machine has again its states numbered
from 0 to NumberOfStates − 1, where NumberOfStates is decreased if the automaton
was not in minimal form before minimization.

6.2

FSM generator

Each of the machine type classes contains also a function generate. This function has
three integers as input parameters. The first parameter defines a number of assumed
states, the second a number of inputs and the third a number of outputs. Both types
have a constraint on the number of outputs |Γ|, i.e. |Γ| ≤ |S| for Moore model and
|Γ| ≤ |S| · |Σ| for Mealy model.
The function generate uses C function rand for generating a random FSM with
the given numbers of states, inputs and outputs. The generating is almost equal for both
types. At first, the variables of FSM are assigned, i.e. Type depends on the instance of
FSM which calls generate, IsReduced is set to false and the numbers of states, inputs
and outputs are the same as the parameters of the called function. Implementations
of each machine type differ in generating the output function. Output symbols are
randomly chosen from range 0-(NumberOfOutputs−1). A generated output d is assigned
to a state for Moore type or to an edge for Mealy type. In the end of generating of
the output function the generator makes a check that each output symbol is assigned
at least once.
All transitions are generated randomly at first. Then the generate function changes
some of transitions so that the state diagram of machine is coherent. To be coherent
means that each state is reachable from the initial state s0 = 0. The change of transition
1

) http://www.graphviz.org/
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is done in the following way. Let Q ⊆ S be a set of connected states and s0 ∈ Q, i.e.
each state in Q is reachable from the initial state s0 . If there is a state s that is not
reachable from s0 , i.e. s ∈
/ Q, we need to locate a transition connecting two states in Q
that it can be changed to join s to Q. Let e be a transition from a state si ∈ Q to
a state sj ∈ Q so that if it is erased from the state diagram, each state in Q is still
reachable from s0 . The edge e is removed. Subsequently, the transition e is added back
to the machine but it goes from si to the state s. So, the state s becomes reachable
from the initial state and the set of connected states Q increases the size. Changing of
the transition function is repeated until Q = S.

6.3

Tips & tricks

We do not describe an implementation of the entire algorithms for finding basic sequences because descriptions of algorithms are almost always straightforward so that
only appropriate data structures are needed to be chosen. We rather propose implementation tricks which are not so obvious.

6.3.1

Pairs array

The SCSet algorithm 3.5.2 and the new PDS algorithm 5.2 work with a distinguishing
table. The distinguishing table contains in a cell (si , sj ) a shortest sequence that distinguishes the state si in row and the state sj in column. The table is symmetric along
diagonal and cells on diagonal are empty because a state s cannot be distinguished from
itself. Therefore, only less than half of the table is needed to store in computer memory.
We have chosen an one-dimensional array P for a representation of distinguishing table.
We call it a pair array. States are numbered from 0 so the first cell with a sequence is
(0, 1). This sequence is stored in P [0], i.e. the cell (0, 1) of distinguishing table has
index 0 in P . The second cell (0, 2) has index 1 and the last cell in the first row, i.e.
cell (0, n − 1), has index n − 2. Note that n is the number of machine states. Similarly,
the first cell of our interest in the second row has index n − 1.
Definition 6.1. A cell position of the distinguishing table is transfered to an index of
pair array as follows:
cell (si , sj ), si < sj −→ si · n + sj − 1 −

si · (si + 3)
2

Note that an index for cells (si , sj ) and (sj , si ) are equal. However, the transformation
is defined only for the one with the smaller first state. Consequently, this transformation
enables us to save the sequences in one-dimensional array of length n(n − 1)/2 instead
of the two-dimensional distinguishing table with the size n2 .

6.3.2

Distinguishing table

The previous trick shows how to reduce memory which is needed for the distinguishing
table. Now, we focus on the problem how to speed up step 2 of the SCSet algorithm 3.5.2. That is, we want to fill up the distinguishing table with the shortest
sequences faster than in O(n4 ), n = |S|, see time complexity derivation in Section 3.5.3.
We use three data structures:

. P is a pair array and represents the distinguishing table in computer memory.
. U nchecked is a queue of state pairs that have already set the distinguishing sequence.
Note that an index of a pair in P is only stored.
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. Link is a pair array and each element representing pair of states contains an array
of pairs of an index to Link and an input symbol.
Then an algorithm for filling the distinguishing table is described in the following
steps:
1. If there is an input a distinguishing a pair of states (si , sj ) then store a in P [K] and
push K into U nchecked, where K is an index of (si , sj ) in pair array P .
2. For an undistinguished pair of states (si , sj ) and an input a do:
a) Let K be an index of (si , sj ) in pair array P , let (sk , sl ) be a pair of next states of
(si , sj ) on a and let L be an index of (sk , sl ) in pair array P .
b) Add pair (K, a) to array Link[L].
3. While U nchecked is not empty do:
a) Let L be the first index in U nchecked.
b) Remove the first element from U nchecked.
c) For each pair (K, a) in Link[L] check that P [K] is not set yet. If P [K] is empty
then set P [K] = a · P [L] and push K into U nchecked.
The proposed algorithm for filling the distinguishing table runs in O(n2 · |Σ|). Step 1
and 2 pass through all state pairs only once and in the worst case all inputs are checked.
The number of state pairs is M = n(n − 1)/2 which is in O(n2 ). Each pair is pushed
into the queue U nchecked just once. Therefore, step 3a) and 3b) are done M -times
and the total number of checking in step 3c) is at most M · |Σ|. So, the time complexity
of the algorithm, O(n2 · |Σ|), is proved.

6.3.3

ADS algorithm

The ADS algorithm 3.3.2 is the most difficult to understand. In addition, it is not so
obvious how to implement a few instructions effectively. One of the instructions that is
not obviously implemented is a finding of the lowest node of ST whose label contains a
particular set. Therefore, we provide a short description of our implementation.
At first, we describe how to find the lowest node of ST with specific label. Necessary
data structures are as follows:

. ST node is a structure representing a node of the splitting tree.
. P artition is a priority queue of pointers to ST node. It represents the current partition of machine states and it is sorted by cardinalities of blocks, i.e. Rmax is on top
of P artition.

. CurN ode is an array of pointers to ST node with the length |S|.

For each machine
state (an index to the array) it stores in which block of P artition the state is.

. DistInN ode is a pair array of pointers to ST node.

A pointer of state pair (si , sj )
points to ST node u where the states are distinguished, i.e. u contains both states
but si and sj are in different children of u.

All three collections of pointers are updated with each ST node expansion. A node u
is popped from P artition and then the children of u are added. Note that the addition
of nodes with more than one state is sufficient. Singletons are not expanded so they
don’t have to be in P artition. If a state s is in u and is also in a child v of node u,
then CurN ode[s] changes the value from pointing to u to pointing to v. If states si
and sj are distinguished by a sequence of node u, then an index K for pair (si , sj ) is
computed (Def. 6.1) and DistInN ode[K] points to u.
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The finding of the lowest ST node containing a set of states Q can be described
in two steps.
1. Let P ivot be the first state of Q and let LowN ode be a pointer to ST node.
Set LowN ode to CurN ode[P ivot].
2. For each state s ∈ Q excluding P ivot compute an index K for pair (P ivot, s).
If a node of DistInN ode[K] has less states than a node of LowN ode then set
LowN ode to DistInN ode[K].
The use of CurN ode and DistInN ode ensures that we will find the lowest node of
ST, whose label contains a particular set of states, in O(n).
The second and last suggestion for the ADS algorithm 3.3.2 is an implementation of
step 5b). We use a similar trick as for a distinguishing table, see Section 6.3.2. That
is, we have an array Link and a priority queue U nresolved. If a block B is resolved
then each unresolved block C in Link related to B is pushed into U nresolved. The
structure Link is filled when the lowest node u of ST is searched for and u is a leaf. In
other words, we pass through blocks of Rmax and distinguish each block with a valid
input of type a (step 3), and then we pass remaining blocks of Rmax and fill Link. If
states of block B are mapped to two or more blocks of the current partition then we
choose the best input, the best node, and B is pushed into U nresolved (step 4). Nodes
are popped from U nresolved for assigning a distinguishing sequence until U nresolved
is not empty. However, some nodes don’t have to be resolved which means no ADS for
the machine.
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Chapter 7
Experiments
A new approach to basic sequences search was introduced in Chapter 5. Therefore,
we provide demonstrations how good the new methods are. We focus on the new PDS
algorithm 5.2 and on the step 4 of the Distinguishing algorithm 5.3, i.e. modified version
of SVS algorithm 3.4.2. Both algorithms are based on A* technique, resp. Weighted
A* technique. It is well-known that A* with a consistent heuristic is optimally efficient
among optimal algorithms. That is, no other optimal algorithm is guaranteed to expand
fewer nodes than A* [10]. Hence the modified version of algorithms should give better
results than the classical versions described in Chapter 3.
How much are the new algorithms better than the classical ones? It is not
an easy question because the state search spaces have not simple descriptions in general. A heuristic function is usually based on knowledge of a state search space.
And the heuristic influences mostly how fast a search algorithm is. So, our heuristic is
discussed in the first test.
A growth of number of machine states usually means an increase of PDS length.
That is, a distinguishing tree has a greater depth and searching algorithms have to
expand more nodes. So, time and also a needed computer memory grow and the search
PDS becomes unfeasible. Therefore, the new PDS algorithm is based on Weighted A*.
A solution can be found earlier although it does not need to be optimal [11]. Thus,
the second test is a discussion about how a solution depends on the weight.

7.1

Comparison of algorithms by expanded nodes

Time complexity of the new PDS algorithm 5.2 is the same as time complexity of
the classical PDS algorithm 3.2.2. Therefore another measurement is needed for proving that the modified algorithm is better. The classical algorithm passes through nodes
of distinguishing tree level by level, i.e. it behaves like a breath first search [10].
On the contrary, the new algorithm goes to a goal node directly according to the heuristic. The number of expanded nodes should be thus sufficient for showing a difference
of the algorithms. The same is true if SVS algorithms are in question.

7.1.1

Test description

All algorithms discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 consider both machine types,
Mealy and Moore. So, this test is also done twice, at first with Mealy models and then
with Moore models. A common process of testing for each model type follows in the
following steps:
1. Five instances were considered: FSM with 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 states,
2. 10 different machines with a PDS were generated for each instance. That implies fifty
machines per the model. All machines have a binary input and output alphabet, i.e.
|Σ| = |Γ| = 2. This restriction can be made because every FSM with a bigger
input/output alphabet is possible to translate to a functionally equivalent machine
with the binary alphabet [3]. Our generator of FSM is described in Section 6.2.
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3. The distinguishing algorithm 5.3 ran on each generated FSM. The weight for the new
PDS algorithm was set to 4.
a) The length of found PDS, the number of expanded nodes and the number of nodes
in an open list [10] were stored for a comparison of PDS algorithms.
b) Similarly for SVSet, the sum of expanded nodes and the sum of nodes in an open
lists over all states were stored for a comparison of SVS algorithms.
4. The PDS algorithm 3.2.2 ran on each machine. The same values as in 3a) were stored.
5. The SVS algorithm 3.4.2 ran on each machine. The same values as in 3b) were stored.

7.1.2

SVS result

As the first result of experiment, we provide a comparison of algorithms for obtaining
SVSet. The modified algorithm is based on A* with consistent heuristic so both algorithms find the optimal solution, i.e. the shortest verifying sequence for each state.
For each test case we have the sum of numbers of expanded nodes in each state distinguishing tree of the test case. Similarly, nodes in open lists were added up over all
states in each test case. The total number of touched nodes is the sum of the number
of expanded nodes and the number of nodes in the open list.
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Figure 7.1. The numbers of nodes expanded by SVS algorithms for Mealy machines

We group machines with equal number of states, i.e. ten FSMs per group. For each
group an average of expanded nodes and an average of touched nodes were calculated.
Also a minimum number and a maximum number of expanded nodes were found. The
minimum and the maximum lines define a strip of expanded nodes. The strip and the
average values of both algorithms are shown in Figure 7.1 for Mealy machines and in
Figure 7.2 for Moore machines.
Both graphs show that the number of expanded nodes and also the total number of
touched nodes are strictly smaller for the improved algorithm than for the classical one.
Therefore, the assumption that A* with heuristic hsi helps in search is experimentally
confirmed.
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Figure 7.2. The numbers of nodes expanded by SVS algorithms for Moore machines

7.1.3

PDS result

The second result of experiment is a comparison of PDS algorithms. It is very similar
to the comparison of algorithms for SVSet. That is, we have the numbers of expanded
nodes and the numbers of nodes in open list for each test case. However, the new PDS
algorithm 5.2 is based on Weighted A* so we have also the lengths of found sequences.
Again, machines with the same number of states are grouped.
A comparison by expanded nodes is shown in Figure 7.3 for Mealy machines and
in Figure 7.4 for Moore machines. In both graphs there are eight lines, the four red
ones describe the classical algorithm and the four blue describe the new PDS algorithm.
Solid lines are for the numbers of expanded nodes of “average” machine, i.e. a value
on solid line is average of expanded nodes in a related group of FSMs. Similarly, dashed
lines are for the numbers of touched nodes in average. Both line types show that blues
are strictly lower and so they confirm that Weighted A* accelerate the search. The
dotted lines define a strip of expanded nodes, i.e. the higher value is a maximum of
expanded nodes in the related group of machines and the lower value is a minimum
of the same group. Again, the strip is red for the algorithm 3.2.2 and the blue strip
is for the modified algorithm 5.2. Although these two strips overlap, in most cases
the number of expanded nodes by the new PDS algorithm is no greater than the number
of expanded nodes by the classical algorithm. If the opposite is true, i.e. the new PDS
algorithm expands more nodes, then the difference is at most one node, for example
see lower lines of strips in Figure 7.4.
The lengths of solutions found by the algorithms are stored for each test instance.
Hence, we can make a comparison similar to that described above which compares algorithms by expanded nodes. At first, an average length of the found PDS is calculated
for each group of FSMs. Then a minimum and a maximum of lengths are found in
groups. Finally, an average of relative errors is calculated for each group. Note that a
relative error of a found sequence for a FSM is calculated as the length of the solution
found by the new PDS algorithm divided by the length of the shortest PDS (found by
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Figure 7.3. The numbers of nodes expanded by PDS algorithms for Mealy machines
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Figure 7.4. The numbers of nodes expanded by PDS algorithms for Moore machines

the classical algorithm) minus 1. Results of our test set are shown in Figure 7.5 for
Mealy machines and in Figure 7.6 for Moore machines. In our experiment, a preset
distinguishing sequence that was found by the modified algorithm was by at most one
input symbol longer than the optimal solution.
The new PDS algorithm with the weight 4 is confirmed to expand less nodes than
the classical algorithm in most cases with the relative error smaller than 10 %. However,
a more important observation is that the lengths of PDS are of the order of n = |S|
in most cases. Note that the lengths are even shorter than n/2, see Figure 7.5 or
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Figure 7.5. The lengths of sequences found by PDS algorithms for Mealy machines
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Figure 7.6. The lengths of sequences found by PDS algorithms for Moore machines

Figure 7.6 where machines with 20 and more states have the shortest PDS at most
about 10 input symbols.

7.2

The weight in the new PDS algorithm

The previous experiment showed us that a solution found by the new PDS algorithm 5.2
is very close to the shortest sequence. However, the solution founded by Weighted A*
with a weight  can be -times longer then the optimal one. We thus provide a small
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experiment that examines the dependence of the length of the solution with respect to
specific weight.

7.2.1

Test description

Consider a Moore machine M with 100 states, 4 input symbols and 5 output symbols.
States, inputs and outputs are numbered from zero, i.e. states are 0-99, inputs are 0-3
and outputs are 0-4. The transition function δ of M is then defined:
∀s ∈ S, a ∈ Σ : δ(s, a) = (s − a − 1) (mod |S|)
For example, the state 1 goes to the state 0 under the input 1 and to the state 99 under
the input 2. Note that M is Moore model so the shortened version of output function
ω : S → Γ can be used, see Def. 2.10. The output function ω of M is defined:
∀s ∈ {0, .., 9} : ω(s) = 1
∀s ∈ {10, .., 19} : ω(s) = 2
∀s ∈ {20, .., 29} : ω(s) = 3
∀s ∈ {30, .., 89} : ω(s) = 4
∀s ∈ {90, .., 99} : ω(s) = 5
The new PDS algorithm is launched on M with weights from 7 to 1. From each
run of the algorithm with a particular weight the found sequence is stored. Note that
the run with weight 1 finds the shortest PDS because the search algorithm will be A*
instead of Weighted A*. The number of expanded nodes and nodes in open list is also
recorded because we want to show the importance of choosing Weighted A* as a search
algorithm.

7.2.2

Result

The recorded values are shown in Table 7.1. Instead of the number of nodes in open list
we provide the number of touched nodes in the table which means sum of the number
of expanded nodes and nodes in open list after termination of the algorithm. Hence,
we can write values in the third column as the number of expanded nodes of the number
of touched nodes. Note that the found sequence in the last row is the shortest PDS of
FSM M .
Weight

Found PDS

Expanded and touched nodes

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

ε00000000013333333332000000000
ε00000000013333333332000000000
ε00000000013333333332000000000
ε00000000013333333332000000000
ε330100100133333332330100100
ε330100100133333332333200111
ε3333233332333333323333

48 of 186
48 of 186
48 of 186
50 of 194
102 of 400
623 of 2481
84081 of 333646

Table 7.1. Found PDS and expanded nodes depending on the weight
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Figure 7.7. The lengths of found PDS and expanded nodes depending on the weight

The dependence of the lengths of found sequences on the weight is captured in Figure 7.7. Besides the lengths we show also the number of expanded nodes in the graph.
However, the growth of expanded nodes is exponential as the weight decreases so the values are displayed in logarithmic scale.
An analysis of this experiment provides that the new PDS algorithm with weight
 > 1 is really suboptimal, i.e. it does not have to find the shortest preset distinguishing
sequence. However, for M is the relative error at most 30 % and all found sequences
are strictly shorter than the number of machine states. In addition, if we consider
the number of expanded nodes we find out that the shortening by 7 symbols, i.e.
the weight is changed from 4 to 1, costs more than 1500-times more expanded nodes.
Therefore, we proposed the algorithm based on Weighted A* so we obtain at least some
solution in exponentially shorter time than the classical algorithm could provide.
We tried to run also the classical PDS algorithm 3.2.2 on machine M . Nevertheless,
the program gave no solution even after 1000-times longer time than the new PDS
algorithm with weight 1 needed for successful search. While the program ended with
lack of memory on a computer with 6 GB RAM, the modified algorithm needed only
about 250 MB of computer memory. This fact shows mainly the power of the block
graph. A lot of PDS nodes have the same block in their partition and the modified
algorithm expands each block at most once unlike the classical algorithm.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis is mainly focused on an overview of basic sequences used in FSM. A distinguishing sequence (Section 3.1), a state verifying sequence (Section 3.4), state characterizing set (Section 3.5), a homing sequence (Section 3.6) and a synchronizing sequence
(Section 3.7) belong to basic sequences. The distinguishing sequence identifies an initial and also a final state by the output observed after the application of the input
sequence. We discuss a preset form of DS (Section 3.2) and also an adaptive form
(Section 3.3) because the distinguishing sequence is the most powerful among basic
sequences. The state verifying sequence of a state s is sufficient for distinguishing the
state s from the other states and also it is used for verification if FSM is assumed to
be in s. Each machine state s has the state characterizing set of sequences so SCSet of
s can replace missing SVS of s. The homing sequence and the synchronizing sequence
identify a final state after their application. The SS does identification regardless of
the output so FSM ends in the unique final state. On the other hand, the HS uses the
output and so a final state can be different for different responses.
For each basic sequences a formal definition, its usage and an algorithm for its retrieval is provided. The PDS algorithm 3.2.2, the HS algorithm 3.6.2 and the SS
algorithm 3.7.2 are taken as they are stated in referenced work [5]. We try to reformulate the algorithm for ADS search described in [4] in a simpler way so the ADS
algorithm 3.3.2 is constructed. The SVS algorithm 3.4.2 is derived from the PDS algorithm 3.2.2 and the SCSet algorithm 3.5.2 is completely our work. For each algorithm
we derive its time complexity. And for clarification we provide examples how the algorithm works on a particular FSM.
We found how basic sequences are related. Therefore, we discuss their relations
in Chapter 4. It is shown that the more powerful a sequence is the less FSMs
have it. Hence only a small number of machines have a preset distinguishing sequence.
On the contrary, a machine that has no SVS for some of its state must have no
PDS, even no ADS. This implication and similar others follow from the knowledge of
sequence relations.
In Chapter 5 we give our improvements. The proposed consistent heuristics are
used in the informed search of SVS and in the modified PDS algorithm 5.2. The last
improvement, the Distinguishing algorithm 5.3, connects the knowledge of sequence
relations and the modified algorithms to the reasonable algorithm for finding sequences
with distinguishing ability. Chapter 7 shows in two experiments that our improvements
really help and accelerate the search for particular sequences.
We implemented a library handling FSM and providing functions for finding basic
sequences. Some implementation tricks are described in Chapter 6 that accelerate the
algorithms and/or reduce needed computer memory that is needed.
In the end, we would like to say that we know that the descriptions of algorithms could
be written more formally. However, the purpose is to give foundations for continuation
of our main research — active learning using finite-state machines.
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Appendix A
Abbreviations and symbols
A.1

Abbreviations

FSM
DS
ADS
PDS
SVS
SVSet
SCSet
CSet
HS
SS
CS

Finite-state machine
Distinguishing sequence
Adaptive DS
Preset DS
State verifying sequence
States verifying set of sequences
State characterizing set of sequences
Characterizing set of sequences
Homing sequence
Synchronizing sequence
Checking sequnce

A.2

Symbols

ε
Σ
Σε
Σ∗
Γ
Γε
Γ∗
δ
ω

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

empty string (word) with zero length, i.e. |ε| = 0
input alphabet
input alphabet extended with ε, Σε = Σ ∪ {ε}
set of all strings over the input alphabet
output alphabet
output alphabet extended with ε, Γε = Γ ∪ {ε}
set of all strings over the output alphabet
state-transition function
output function
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